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Synopsis Tails are widespread in the animal world and play important roles in locomotor tasks, such as propulsion,

maneuvering, stability, and manipulation of objects. Kangaroo rats, bipedal hopping rodents, use their tail for balancing

during hopping, but the role of their tail during the vertical evasive escape jumps they perform when attacked by

predators is yet to be determined. Because we observed kangaroo rats swinging their tails around their bodies while

airborne following escape jumps, we hypothesized that kangaroo rats use their tails to not only stabilize their bodies

while airborne, but also to perform aerial re-orientations. We collected video data from free-ranging desert kangaroo rats

(Dipodomys deserti) performing escape jumps in response to a simulated predator attack and analyzed the rotation of

their bodies and tails in the yaw plane (about the vertical-axis). Kangaroo rat escape responses were highly variable. The

magnitude of body re-orientation in yaw was independent of jump height, jump distance, and aerial time. Kangaroo rats

exhibited a stepwise re-orientation while airborne, in which slower turning periods corresponded with the tail center of

mass being aligned close to the vertical rotation axis of the body. To examine the effect of tail motion on body re-

orientation during a jump, we compared average rate of change in angular momentum. Rate of change in tail angular

momentum was nearly proportional to that of the body, indicating that the tail reorients the body in the yaw plane

during aerial escape leaps by kangaroo rats. Although kangaroo rats make dynamic 3D movements during their escape

leaps, our data suggest that kangaroo rats use their tails to control orientation in the yaw plane. Additionally, we show

that kangaroo rats rarely use their tail length at full potential in yaw, suggesting the importance of tail movement

through multiple planes simultaneously.

Introduction

Tails are a common feature of many animal body

plans, but their function is highly variable. Animals

are known to use tails for a wide variety of locomo-

tor tasks such as propulsion, maneuverability, ma-

nipulation, and/or balancing. Terrestrial animals

that employ tails for locomotion predominantly use

them for maintaining balance. For example, some

monkey species use their tail to balance while walk-

ing, to grab branches, and to manipulate tools

(Erwin 1974; Hickman 1979; Garber and Rehg

1999; Larson and Stern 2006). Cats use their tail

for balance during walking and running (Walker et

al. 1998), kangaroos use their tail as a “fifth leg”

during pentapedal locomotion (O’Connor et al.

2014), and cheetahs use their tail to balance during

rapid re-orientation while running (Patel et al.

2016).

Tails may be particularly important for balance in

many bipedal animals. Most bipedal hoppers have a

similar body plan, with long hindlegs and a relatively

long tail (McGowan and Collins 2018). However, the

role of the elongated tail can be very different,

depending on the species. For example, kangaroos
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are the only bipedal hopper, which are reported to

use tails for pentapedal locomotion (O’Connor et al.

2014). In addition, these large bipedal hoppers also

use their heavy tails to counterbalance the angular

momentum of the legs during the areal phase of

hopping (Alexander and Vernon 1975). Kangaroo

rats, bipedal hopping rodents, are suggested to use

their tail predominantly for balancing during hop-

ping (Bartholomew and Caswell 1951) by counter-

acting the momentum generated by the body in the

pitch plane (Moore et al. 2019). However, kangaroo

rats also use explosive vertical jumps to evade snakes

(Freymiller et al. 2017), and these high-powered

jumps can propel them into the air up to 10 times

their hip height (Biewener and Blickhan 1988). The

rapid take-off is initially important to move the body

away from the attacking predator as quickly as pos-

sible, but the large vertical impulse of such jumps

means that the jumping individual will move ballis-

tically through the air for an extended period.

Because the evading kangaroo rat needs to land in

a position that facilitates rapid locomotion away

from the predator (i.e., they need to land on their

hindlegs), orientation while airborne is also of vital

importance for successful predator evasion. During

the aerial phase, kangaroo rats appear to be able to

control their orientation so that they land feet first

and can immediately hop away from the predator.

Qualitatively, kangaroo rats appear to influence their

orientation while airborne by using tail angular mo-

mentum to counter the angular momentum of the

head and trunk, but this hypothesis has not been

examined quantitatively.

One of the key aspects of controlling body orien-

tation while airborne is angular momentum. Angular

momentum is constant in the absence of any exter-

nally applied torque. Therefore, animals cannot sub-

stantially change how their body is rotating once

they leave the ground, but they can rotate body parts

relative to one another to change orientation.

Specifically, a change in angular momentum by

one part of the body, relative to the center of mass

(COM), requires an equal and opposite change in

angular momentum by another part of the body.

Any motion of a body mass can be utilized for re-

orientation or stability, such as tails, arms, or legs.

Tails are an obvious body part that could influence

these parameters. For example, some lizards use the

tail for active control of rotation around the pitch

and yaw axes while leaping and gliding (Jusufi et al.

2008; Libby et al. 2012). As kangaroo rats usually

retract their legs fully while airborne, they must in-

stead use their long, flexible tails to generate angular

momentum in one direction, which in turn must be

balanced by the head and trunk segments moving in

the opposite direction. Furthermore, by manipulat-

ing the effective length of the tail (i.e., moment of

inertia [MoI]) throughout the rotation cycle, kanga-

roo rats can maintain changes in orientation in one

direction over the course of multiple tail rotations.

This principle is commonly used by athletes such as

gymnasts and divers (Yeadon et al. 1990; Yeadon

1990a, 1990b, 1990c; Wooten and Hodgins 1994)

and its applications have been explored for use in

bio-inspired robotics (Saab et al. 2018).

Although it has been suggested that kangaroo rats

use their long tail to influence aerial orientation

(Hildebrand 1974), this has neither been experimen-

tally examined nor quantified and very little is

known about what role tail length has for orienta-

tion. Therefore, in this study we addressed three

questions: (1) is orientation change a function of

jump height? (2) How do kangaroo rats use their

tail to reorient in the yaw plane? and (3) What is

the role of tail length in these processes? We hypoth-

esized that orientation is independent of jump mag-

nitude, which would be reflected in no correlation

between jump variables and the magnitude of body

re-orientation in the yaw plane. We also hypothe-

sized that kangaroo rats use their tail to re-orient

the body, which would be reflected in tail and

body angular momenta being opposite in direction

but equal in magnitude, according to the law of

conservation of angular momentum. Lastly, we hy-

pothesized that tail length highly influences rota-

tions, which would be observed in animals

maximizing tail length (and therefore MoI) in the

yaw plane.

Materials and methods

Study site and animals

Our study site was approximately two miles south-

west of the Desert Studies Center in San Bernadino

County, CA, USA, as described in Freymiller et al.

(2017). Data were collected in June of 2019. All trials

were recorded between sunset and sunrise, as desert

kangaroo rats (Dipodomys deserti) are nocturnal.

Desert kangaroo rats were trapped using extra-long

Sherman live traps baited with black oil sunflower

seeds. Traps were placed close to active burrow sys-

tems. Trapped kangaroo rats were marked for short-

term identification using unique dark ink markings

with Nyanzol fur dye to be able to distinguish be-

tween individuals. Animals were marked and mea-

sured in the field and immediately released after all

data were obtained.
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Strike simulator

To evoke an antipredator response, a vertical jump, we

used a rattlesnake strike simulator (RSS) adjacent to an

active burrow, as based on Freymiller et al. (2017)

(Supplementary Video S1). This variation on the orig-

inal RSS was remotely controlled through a computer

tablet by a Bluetooth connection to a small sized com-

puter (Raspberry Pi 4, Raspberry Pi Foundation,

Cambridge, UK) that triggered a lever arm to release

a string attached to a spring-loaded cork in a tube.

Researchers controlled this tablet from 3 to 5 m

away. We placed small amounts of sunflower seed in

front of the RSS (hereafter “bait station”) so that the

cork would move rapidly toward any kangaroo rat

collecting seed, prompting the animal to jump away

from the oncoming stimulus.

Camera set-up

The data collection set-up consisted of four GoPro 4

cameras (GoPro Inc., San Mateo, CA) equipped with

infrared (IR) sensitive lens (Fig. 1). Two cameras

were placed on either side of the bait station, one

in front, and one overhead camera was mounted on

a mast that was placed over the RSS. Cameras were

recording at approximately 239 frames per second

and were continuously collecting data. The 3D space

was calibrated with a cube (480� 480� 480 mm)

containing 144 markers. After each trial, the calibra-

tion frame was placed with a pre-determined unique

corner block on the left corner of the raised bait

station while recording with all cameras. We recali-

brated the 3D space after every potential change in

camera position. We provided IR light for each of

the cameras (invisible to the kangaroo rats) with two

15 W, 850 NM CCTV Illuminator IR lights (Jing

Cheng Digital Surveillance Co., Ltd, Shenzhen,

China), that were connected to a 12 V battery. The

overhead camera was accompanied with a smaller IR

light (HVL-LEIR1, Sony HandyCam Cyber-shot,

Sony Corporation, Minota, Japan). Videos were syn-

chronized using a combination of cork movement

Fig. 1 Experimental set-up. Schematic top view (A) and side view (B) of equipment set-up (not to scale). Photograph of set-up (C) in

the field (1.71-m tall researcher for scale) including photograph of calibration frame (right upper corner).
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and an LED light that turned on as the cork was

released from its spring.

Data collection

Kangaroo rats were habituated to feed at the bait

station by providing them with small amounts of

black oil sunflower seeds. We triggered the RSS

when a kangaroo rat moved toward the center of

the bait station. After the animal fled, the RSS was

reset, and this process was repeated up to 25 times

per individual. Multiple individuals were tested by

moving the device to different active burrow systems

at our site. Although often only one animal would

occupy a given site, if additional individuals used a

given bait station, we would record trials from mul-

tiple individuals at one site.

Analysis

We analyzed physical properties of tails from 10

adult desert kangaroo rat cadavers that were available

from a different study. We divided tails into 10 seg-

ments from which mass, length (percentage of total

length), and the location of the COM were obtained.

We measured the rotational inertias of each tail piece

using the equation that relates period of a physical

pendulum to rotational inertia (Manter 1938, also

used in Walter and Carrier 2002; Rankin et al. 2018):

Io ¼
t

2p

� �2

�m�g�d (1)

in which Io is the MoI around the point of oscilla-

tion, m the mass of the tail segment, g is the grav-

itational constant, and d is the distance between the

point of oscillation and the segments’ COM. The t

equals the period of oscillation, obtained from video

(Nikon Monarch 5.8� 48, 400 Hz) of the swinging

frozen segment on a string attached to a stiff rod. To

determine the MoI around the objects COM we used

the parallel axis theorem (Halliday et al. 1993) and

the MoI around the point of oscillation (Equation

(1)):

ICOM ¼ Io �m�l2 (2)

in which m is the mass of the segment and l the

distance of the segments’ COM to the point of os-

cillation. This method was also used to obtain the

MoI of the body, which included the legs and head.

Position of the tail COM in the horizontal plane

was determined by calculating the X and Y coordi-

nates based on the individual tail segments. For ex-

ample, x coordinates were calculated as:

COMX ¼
m1�X1ð Þ þ m2�X2ð Þ þ � � � þ m10�X10ð Þ

m1 þm2 þ � � � þm10

(3)

In which m represents the mass of the given seg-

ment and X is the distance from the given segments’

COM to the rotation point, the body’s COM

(COMb).

From the cadaver data, we obtained tail MoI and

determined a relationship between tail length and

tail MoI, which was:

TailMoI ¼ 5�10�7 � TailLength� 7�10�5 (4)

In which Tail MoI is the tail’s MoI and TailLength

is the measured tail length.

Data analysis

Videos of all four camera views were aligned in time

and trimmed to the size of single jumping events

(N¼ 24 from eight different animals), ranging from

0.38 to 0.92 s per trial (example in Supplementary

Video S1). Thirteen markers were digitized on the

animal for every camera angle using ProAnalyst

(Xcitex Inc., Woburn, MA): nose, left eye, right

eye, tail base, tail tip, and eight points on the tail.

These tail points were randomly but consecutively

selected in a way that the tail curvature was best

reflected in the coordinates. As the tail was

unmarked, these points varied over the course of a

trial, but as they were used to spline through 3D

space, it did not have an effect on future analysis.

The 3D space was calibrated in ProAnalyst using the

measured marker positions of our calibration object,

and the resultant spatial coordinate was used to an-

alyze each subsequent video.

Marker data were filtered (third-order

Butterworth low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency

of 55 Hz) in Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA) and

the points along the tail, between tail base and tail

tip, were interpolated from 8 to 100 points. From

the 3D markers of the eyes, nose, and tail base, a

“neck” point was calculated. This neck point was

placed on the vector between a “mid-eye” point,

an imaginary point between the animal’s eyes, and

the tail base. Based on carcass measurements, the

neck point was placed at 15% of the line between

this “mid-eye” point and the tail base. A line be-

tween the neck point and the tail base was used as

a representation of the body, and its orientation.

Jump height and distance were calculated based on

the maximum displacement of the body COM ver-

tically and horizontally, respectively, from the start-

ing position.
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Lines were drawn from the COMb to each of the

10 tail segments’ COM (COMTi) and the identified

location of tail COMT. Angles were calculated be-

tween these lines and the positive X-axis (Fig. 2).

In these calculations, clockwise rotations were iden-

tified as negative and counterclockwise rotations as

positive (Fig. 2, inset). This angle was used to obtain

angular velocity for each tail segment and the whole

tail, COMT. COMT and COMTi were modeled as

satellites around the COMb. The tail MoI (TMoI)

was calculated as the sum of all tail segment

moments of inertia. For each individual tail segment,

the MoI (in kg*m2) was calculated with the follow-

ing equation:

ITi ¼ mTi�r2
Ti (5)

in which m is the mass of tail segment i, and r the

distance to the COM or segment i to the COMb.

Angular momenta for COMb, COMT, and COMTi

were calculated according:

L ¼ x�Ið6Þ

in which L is the angular momentum, x is the an-

gular velocity, and I is the MoI of the segment. To

obtain the angular momentum of the entire tail

(LTsum), we summed the angular momenta of all

individual tail segments. This value of angular mo-

mentum was compared to the angular momentum of

the body to examine the role of the tail on the

body’s orientation while airborne. Averages and

ranges of angular momentum and angular velocity

were calculated and reported as absolute values to

combine the analysis of clockwise and counterclock-

wise turns. Because our main interest was the change

in tail and body angular momentum while airborne,

initial angular momentum at take-off was used as

the starting point of the trial and therefore sub-

tracted from the body and tail angular momentum.

Additionally, prior to take-off (but not after), exter-

nal forces could influence each of these angular mo-

menta. To examine the effects of angular momentum

of the tail versus the body during a jump, we com-

pared the average rate of change in angular momen-

tum ( _�L ) for each, which is equivalent to the average

net torque generated by the motion of each segment.

Average rate of change in angular momentum was

calculated for each trial by taking the average of the

derivative of angular momentum for the tail ( _�Lt )

and body ( _�Lb ) with respect to time.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses on jumping variables and body

re-orientation variables were performed with a re-

gression analysis using the statistical toolbox in

MATLAB (MathWorks, Woburn, MA), to test cor-

relation between jump height, jump distance, and

Fig. 2 Schematic of kangaroo rat and tail. The body was represented by a line between the tail base and a neck point (N) on which the

COMb was placed, based on the COMb measured on animal cadavers. The body angle (b) was calculated between the body and the

positive X-axis (X), represented by parallel axis X00 in figure. For each tail segment the distance (d) of that segments’ COM to COMb

and the angle with the positive X-axis (a) were calculated. In the figure, this is schematically represented for tail segment 7 (T7). Y00

represents the parallel Clockwise rotations, increasing angles, were negative, whereas counter-clockwise rotations, with decreasing

body angles, were indicated as positive rotations (insert).
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body re-orientation. Averages are presented with 61

standard deviation (SD). To test correlations be-

tween average rate of change in angular momenta

of body and tail, a model-II least square fit analysis

in MATLAB was used (Pelzer 2016).

Results

Kangaroo rats jumped on average 0.15 m high

(60.07 m) and rotated an average of 81.92 �

(639.49�) within an average aerial time of 0.25 s

(60.09 s). During these jumps, animals would dis-

place themselves on average 0.28 m (60.10 m) away

from the location where they took off. There was no

correlation between total body rotation, measured

when the animal was airborne, and jump height

(R2< 0.00, P¼ 0.953; Fig. 3A), jump distance

(R2¼ 0.006, P¼ 0.718; Fig. 3B), or aerial time

(R2¼ 0.002, P¼ 0.718; Fig. 3C). From cadaver

studies (n¼ 10) of previously obtained animals, we

found that average tail length for desert kangaroo

rats was 194.66 mm (68.37 mm) and mass 3.51 g

(60.54 g). Total body mass for these specimens

ranged from 87 to 121 g with an average of

105.72 g (612.86 g). Segment mass decreased with

increasing distance from the tail base, reflecting the

tapered shape of the tail. Average tail segment masses

are reported in Table 1.

Kangaroo rats change orientation angle in the yaw

plane (around the z-axis) in a stepwise increase or

decrease (see Fig. 4A), in which an initial increase in

orientation angle was followed by a short period

where the angle was stable or even decreased, fol-

lowed by another increase and angle stabilization.

We defined each of these as a re-orientation cycle.

Orientation angle stabilization occurred as the tail

was close to being aligned to the center of rotation

of the body, decreasing the tail’s MoI (Fig. 4B and

C). To investigate how the tail influences the body’s

rotation during one full tail rotation, we compared

variables from each of these re-orientation cycles.

For each trial, we identified a minimum of one re-

orientation cycle and maximum of four re-

orientation cycles, with two cycles occurring most

frequently (14 times). When re-orientation started

before take-off and smoothly increased or decreased

until after landing, it was counted as one re-

orientation cycle in further analyses. During a re-

orientation cycle, animals rotated on average 30.98�

away from the RSS (621.61�) in either direction,

ranging from �2� to �130�. There was no correla-

tion between jump height and number of re-

orientation cycles (R2¼ 0.046, P¼ 0.312). Similarly,

there was no correlation between jump distance and

number of re-orientation cycles (R2¼ 0.0047,

P¼ 0.751).

There was a positive relationship between change

in angle per re-orientation cycle and average tail MoI

(Fig. 5A; R2¼ 0.1454, P¼ 0.0052). No significant re-

lationship was found between angle change and av-

erage tail angular velocity (R2¼ 0.007, P¼ 0.569).

Over multiple re-orientation cycles, there was no re-

lationship between body angle change and average

Fig. 3 Jump parameters presented to body rotation during aerial

time. For each trial the total body rotation (in degrees) that an

animal achieved during the aerial time of the trial was plotted

against jump height (A), jump distance (B), and the time the

animal was in the air, or aerial time (C). No relationship between

body rotation and jump height, jump distance, or aerial time was

found (R2< 0.00; P¼ 0.953, R2¼ 0.006; P¼ 0.718, and R2¼ 0.002;

P¼ 0.818, respectively).

Table 1 Average weight for each of 10 tail segments

Tail

segment 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Weight (g) 0.61 0.59 0.55 0.50 0.39 0.30 0.22 0.15 0.11 0.09

SD (6)

(g)

0.100 0.100 0.091 0.088 0.076 0.058 0.039 0.023 0.019 0.023

Tail segments were identified based on percentage of total tail length,

so each segment represented 10% of total tail length. Weight

decreased when the segment was more posterior on the tail base.
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tail MoI of the first, second, or third re-orientation

cycles (R2¼ 0.302, P¼ 0.0054; R2¼ 0.009, P¼ 0.662;

and R2¼ 0.041, P¼ 0.745, respectively; Fig. 5B).

Average angular velocity did not correlate with

amount of body rotation per re-orientation cycle

(Fig. 5C, R2¼ 0.007, P¼ 0.569). There was no re-

lationship between body rotation per re-

orientation cycle and angular velocity for either

the first, second, or third re-orientation cycle

(R2¼ 0.011, P¼ 0.626; R2¼ 0.034, P¼ 0.417;

R2¼ 0.003, P¼ 0.929) (Fig. 5D).

Animals left the ground with an average body an-

gular momentum of 0.0011 kg�m2/s (60.0011 kg�m2/

s), ranging from 6.44*10�5 kg�m2/s to 0.004 kg�m2/s,

and an average tail angular momentum magnitude

of 5.99*10�4 kg�m2/s (64.52*10�4 kg�m2/s), ranging

from 7.91*10�5 kg�m2/s to 0.0016 kg�m2/s.

Trials with low angular momentum at take-off

typically had one or more clearly identified re-

orientation cycles (e.g., Fig. 6A). While tails swings

were highly variable, a typical cycle began with the

tail being swept behind the body, largely in the yaw

plane. As the tail reached the body, it was oriented

vertically over the body, aligning closely with yaw

axis. Peaks in tail angular velocity (Fig. 6B) occurred

simultaneously with the tail segments being quickly

swept down. This often corresponded with the tail

segments being close to vertically aligned to the

body’s rotation axis in the yaw plane. Therefore,

the tail’s MoI was low (Fig. 6B, solid line) and had

a minimal effect on instantaneous change in angular

momentum of the tail (Fig. 6C). In general, tail and

body angular momentum mirrored each other (Fig.

6C); however, these variables did not sum to zero for

most of the trial (Fig. 6C, dotted line), suggesting

other forces may also be contributing.

Trials with high initial body angular momentum

at take-off did not have re-orientation cycles. Rather,

re-orientation occurred as a continuous change in

body angle over a trial (Fig. 7A). In these trials, there

Fig. 4 Body angle (A), tail segment COM (B), and tail COM (C) of a representative trial with corresponding yaw (gray-shaded

silhouette) and sagittal plane (outline) view. Gray-shaded area in graphs indicates the period during which the animal is airborne. Body

angle (A) exhibited a typical “stepwise” pattern during jumping trials. Time of body angle slowing down, occurred simultaneously with

the tail segment COMs being close to the tail base (B). Distal tail segments were darker blue, whereas more proximal tail segments

were dark yellow, all pieces in between were color along shading in between these. The Tail COM (COMT) also exhibited a relation

with relation the body angle change slowing down (C), like each individual tail segment. Top row panels indicate respective yaw and

sagittal view of animal for a cycle (indicated with vertical solid lines in graphs). Angle (a) is calculated based on horizontal dashed line in

panel (I). Each individual panel (I—V) indicates another percentage of the cycle. Location of 25%, 50%, and 75% cycle are indicated

with dashed lines in the graph.
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was no clear pattern between tail angular velocity

and MoI (Fig. 7B), but angular momentum of the

tail still largely mirrored the angular momentum of

the body (Fig. 7C).

Average time rate of change in angular momen-

tum of the tail was nearly proportional to the rate of

change in angular momentum of the body for each

trial (Fig. 8). The relationship between body and tail

average time rate of change in angular momentum

can be expressed as y ¼ � 1:079x � 5:7046�10�6, in

which �60% of variation can be explained by this

model (R¼ 0.602). The slope of this relationship,

which is close to 1, further supports the finding

that tail angular momentum causes direct and op-

posite changes in body angular momentum.

When comparing over all trials, tail MoI rarely

surpassed 80% of maximal tail MoI (Fig. 9). Trials

varied in average percent of maximal tail MoI, rang-

ing from 23.26% to 63.24% (69.24%).

Discussion

Here we show that kangaroo rats use their tail to

reorient while airborne, and the magnitude of re-

orientation was independent of magnitude of jump

variables, in accordance with our hypothesis. The

average time rate of change of angular momentum

of the tail (i.e., the torque the tail imposes on the

body) over a jump was directly proportional to the

average time rate of change of angular momentum of

the body, suggesting that tail motion controls body

re-orientation. Lastly, our data indicate that kanga-

roo rats rarely use the full potential of their tail’s

length to maximize tail MoI in yaw. Instead, full

Fig. 5 Average tail MoI (A and B) and average angular velocity (C and D) for the tail for the body rotation per “re-orientation cycle.”

(A) and (C) represent all re-orientation cycles together, whereas (B) and (D) present those values for the order in which that re-

orientation cycle occurred. Neither average tail MoI nor angular velocity had a significant correlation with body orientation over whole

trials (A and C) (MoI: R2¼ 0.145, P¼ 0.0053; Angular velocity: R2¼ 0.007, P¼ 0.569). No correlation was found between MoI or

angular velocity when discriminating between order of re-orientation cycle (B and D) (MoI: R2¼ 0.302; P¼ 0.0054, R2¼ 0.009,

P¼ 0.662, R2¼ 0.041, P¼ 0.745. Angular velocity: R2¼ 0.011, P¼ 0.417; R2¼ 0.034, P¼ 0.417, R2¼ 0.003, P¼ 0.929).
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tail length only maximizes occasionally for yaw plane

re-orientation, suggesting that the tail influences in

all three planes simultaneously.

In our study, kangaroo rats jumped on average

0.15 m vertically and 0.28 m horizontally in response

to the RSS. We found no correlation between the

magnitude of body re-orientation and any of the

jump variables (jump height, jump distance, or aerial

time). This suggests that kangaroo rats may actively

reorient to a specific target when airborne, while also

maintaining roll and pitch control. Alternatively, if

kangaroo rats used constant tail sweeps at a fixed

velocity while in the air, we would expect re-

orientation magnitude to be highly correlated with

jumping higher or further. The argument is sup-

ported by data from a previous study, in which we

found that kangaroo rats mainly re-orient away from

the direction where the researchers were sitting while

Fig. 6 Body Angle (A), tail angular velocity and MoI (B) and

angular momentum (C) for a representative trial with minimal

take-off angular momentum. Gray shaded area indicates the pe-

riod during which the animal is airborne. Body angle (A) shows a

re-orientation is two re-orientation cycles, with a period around

0.2 s with a less steep decrease in angle, after which it increases

the angle change. Tail angular velocity (B, solid line) and tail MoI

(B, dashed line) exhibit a dip in their pattern between 0.15 and

0.2 s. This corresponds with the moment the animal sweeps its

tail over the body. Change in angular momentum of the body (C,

red line) and Tail (C, blue line) approximately mirror each other,

as indicated by the yellow dashed line which presents the sum of

change of body and tail angular momentum (yellow line). Angular

momentum for body and tail were zeroed at time of take-off to

present change in angular momentum. In this trial, the animal

took off with a body angular momentum of �0.15*10�3 kg*m2/s

and 1.01*10�3 kg*m2/s for the tail.

Fig. 7. Body angle (A), tail angular velocity, and MoI (B) and

angular momentum (C) for a representative trial with significant

take-off angular momentum. Gray-shaded area indicates the pe-

riod during which the animal is airborne. Body angle (A) shows

no re-orientation cycles and body rotation is clearly initiated

before the animal loses contact with the ground. Tail angular

velocity (B, solid line) and tail MoI (B, dashed line) do not exhibit

a clear pattern with respect to the body re-orientation. Change

in angular momentum of the body (C, red line) and Tail (C, blue

line) mirror each other, as indicated by the yellow dashed line

which presents the sum of change of body and tail angular mo-

mentum. Angular momentum for body and tail were zeroed at

the time of take-off to present change in angular momentum. At

take-off, the body had an angular momentum equal to

2.773*10�3 kg*m2/s, whereas the tail had an angular momentum

of 0.372*10�3 kg*m2/s.
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releasing the RSS (Schwaner et al. 2019). Further

manipulation of objects and people around the set-

up could confirm this finding.

Tail angular momentum occurred in the opposite

direction of body angular momentum, but at similar

magnitude, which suggests that the kangaroo rat tail

is used to reorient the body in the air. For compar-

ison of angular momentum peaks in opposite mag-

nitudes, we compared average time rate of change in

angular momentum of the tail and the body, which

is equal to the torque that the tail generates on the

body during aerial re-orientation. This revealed that

the relationship between tail and body average rate

of change in angular momentum is close to propor-

tional (slope of 1.07) and that the regression model

explains �60% of the variation (R¼ 0.602). This

supports our hypothesis that kangaroo rats use their

tail to reorient while airborne. Similarly, some lizard

species are also shown to use their tail to reorient

and right themselves in the yaw plane while airborne

(Jusufi et al. 2010).

Kangaroo rats re-orientate in cycles rather than

effecting a continuous change in angle, which sug-

gests that their aerial body movement is driven by

cyclical increases of momentum (such as those pro-

duced by a swinging tail). Increases in the tail’s MoI

in the yaw plane are not consistent over a tail rota-

tion as the tail moves over or under the body; the

tail’s MoI decreases as it moves close to the body’s

center of rotation and increases as it moves to the

sides, causing cyclical patterns of angular momentum

change. This allows the kangaroo rat to re-orient

further than can be accomplished with one tail sweep

and creates the stepwise re-orientation of the body.

It has been previously suggested that kangaroo

rats use their tails for maneuvering while airborne

(Bartholomew and Caswell 1951; Hildebrand 1974).

Because their tails are disproportionally long com-

pared to body length, they can have a substantial

MoI when fully extended, while still having a rela-

tively low mass. However, our data indicate that

kangaroo rats rarely maximize their tail’s potential

of maximal MoI in yaw (Fig. 9). Rather, the full

tail length is only occasionally maximized for re-

orientation in yaw during the trials we recorded,

and it is likely that the tail has a substantial influence

on the roll and pitch planes simultaneously. It also

appears that angular velocity was not being maxi-

mized to control yaw orientation, as peak angular

velocity also did not coincide with a peak in the

MoI of the tail. Instead, peak angular velocity oc-

curred when the tail was being swept down. More

precisely, peak angular velocity coincided with a

trough in the MoI as the tail was moved from almost

out of the yaw plane (i.e., vertically aligned with the

body axis of rotation) to within the yaw plane, a

movement which resulted in change from a low

functional tail length to a high functional tail length.

A possible explanation for this is that kangaroo rats

must maintain balance in two more planes (pitch

and roll) and maximizing MoI in one plane likely

limits the MoI in another plane. In support of this

notion, we recorded trials with minimal angle change

in the yaw plane but multiple tail rotations, suggest-

ing that kangaroo rats also use their tail for balance

in the pitch and roll planes while escaping from

predators. During escapes from rattlesnake strikes,

kangaroo rats can right themselves mid-air, almost

always land on their feet (except for when they have

been envenomated and/or are incapacitated by the

strike) and will immediately bound away after land-

ing (Higham et al. 2017; Freymiller et al. 2019;

Whitford et al. 2019). Thus, kangaroo rats must ac-

tively control body orientation in all three planes to

execute the landings observed during natural escape

responses. Controlling movement in the roll plane

will ensure that the kangaroo rat can land on its

hind limbs, and control of the pitch plane may ad-

ditionally serve to ensure that the kangaroo rat lands

with an optimal posture and body weight distribu-

tion for their next jump, as seen in leaping and

reorienting lizards (Jusufi et al. 2008, 2010; Libby

et al. 2012). The data we present here is a reference

Fig. 8 Average rate of change of angular momentum of tail and

body. The average rate of change in angular momentum ((�L)) of tail

(X-axis) and body (Y-axis) of all trials and the regression line were

plotted. The regression line, with equation in top right graph

quadrant, was obtained through a model-II least square fit regres-

sion. Data indicate that the re-orientation of the body is propor-

tional to the re-orientation of the tail (regression slope �1).
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and framework for future studies investigating the

effect of the tail rotations on whole body balance

in a multi-planar analysis.

The jumps we report here are substantially lower

than what these animals are capable of; kangaroo

rats can achieve heights of �0.8 m off the ground

following antipredator jumps away from sidewinder

strikes (Freymiller et al. 2019) (see Supplemental

Video S2). An earlier study using an RSS to elicit

escape responses by desert kangaroo rats also

recorded much higher jumps (Freymiller et al.

2017). However, this previous study measured jumps

by kangaroo rats that had recently encountered rat-

tlesnakes and recorded data only from the first jump

after exposure, when kangaroo rat vigilance was pre-

sumably highest. We found, in the absence of a

snake, kangaroo rat propensity to jump was highly

variable, but when they did jump, their performance

was consistent across multiple jumps. The moderate

jumps we recorded were also comparable with jumps

recorded in laboratory conditions (Schwaner et al.

2018). However, our data also indicate that even

moderate jumps require re-orientation while air-

borne and indicate that high-powered antipredator

jumps may be even more reliant on the use of the

tail for orientation and landing.

Collecting data from wild, nocturnal animals in

the field present some technical challenges and re-

quired some assumptions to be made in our analysis.

With four cameras capturing the events, we believe

that we have similar video quality to that recorded in

the lab, but there will always be some level of

digitizing error introduced in the analysis. Further,

the estimated CoM of the system is unlikely to ex-

actly match the CoM of the body and tail at each

instant in time. However, as the tail only presents

�3% of total body weight (Table 1), we are confi-

dent that the impact of this on our outcomes was

minimal. Lastly, in our calculations of angular mo-

mentum of tail and body, we assume no effects of

drag. Desert kangaroo rats have a distinct, hairy tuft

at the end of their tail, of which the exact purpose

still must be determined. It is unlikely that it adds

the necessary weight for the tail to be effective as

counterbalance for aerial re-orientation, as earlier

suggested (Hildebrand 1974); however, it could gen-

erate aerodynamic drag forces when swung through

the air at velocities observed in this study. The mag-

nitude of these forces is not known, but may con-

tribute to the fact that tail and body angular

momentum do not sum to zero. Yet, the near pro-

portional relationship between the rates of change of

angular momentum of the body and tail suggest that

the drag effects would not substantially alter the

main conclusions of this study.

Although kangaroo rats consistently rely on tail

movements for balance and re-orientation, limb

movement can also balance or influence the body’s

angular momentum. Kangaroo rats typically tuck

their legs close to their body while airborne after

jumping, but animals in three trials had extended

leg movement throughout. Leg movement may ex-

plain some of the variation in the equality between

the angular momentum of the body and tail across

trials; however, the effects of the legs are likely to be

small given that they do not occur predominately in

the yaw plane. In addition, kangaroo rats occasion-

ally move their heads relative to their bodies during

these escape maneuvers. Although the head has a

larger mass than the tail (�22 g, based on cadaver

measurements), the MoI is relatively small

(�1.64*10�5 kg�m2) and the head never reached

high angular velocities. Therefore, we expect that

the head would not have a significant effect on

body rotation in the yaw plane. However, the head

may play a crucial role in the pitch plane, as sug-

gested for lizards during pitching tasks (Libby et al.

2012).

Our data clearly show that the tail is an important

element in the re-orientation behaviors that kanga-

roo rats must accomplish to accelerate in a newly

acquired direction after landing. All species of

Dipodomys are characterized by bipedalism, explosive

jumping, and elongated tails. Our data indicate that

desert kangaroo rats modulate tail MoI to a greater

extent than angular velocity to control body

Fig. 9 Tail MoI over all trials. MoI for the tail over trials, colored

over a gradient representing average MoI for each trial. Dark

blue colors represent low trial tail MoI averages, dark yellow

present high tail MoI averages. The maximal tail MoI was calcu-

lated from the relationship we found between tail length and

MoI, based on cadaver studies (see Materials and methods sec-

tion for detailed description of this relationship). During most

trials, tail MoI does not get >80% of maximum tail MoI.
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orientation. Yet, they rarely maximized MoI in the

yaw plane. This suggests that these animals’ long tails

are likely being used to control angular momentum

in all three planes simultaneously, and that flexibility

may be as important as length. The amount of body

re-orientation did not depend on jump distance,

jump height, or aerial time, demonstrating that the

aerial re-orientation is not a product of these varia-

bles and indicating the kangaroo rats may reorient

toward targeted directions.
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